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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 

1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 

Metric English 

Symbol 
Abbrevia- Abbrevia-Unit tion Unit tion 

Length _______ l meter _________ _______ __ m foot (or mile) ______ __ _ ft. (or mi.) 
Time _________ t second _________ _______ _ s second (oj' hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) 
Force _________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound ___ __ lb. 

-
PoweL _______ P horsepower (metric) _____ _ --- -- -- --- horsepower ______ _____ hp. 
Speed ___ ____ __ V 

{kilometers per hour ______ k.p.h. miles per hOUL ______ _ m.p .h. 
meters per second _______ m.p.s. feet per second ________ f.p.s. 

2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 

Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 

m/s2 or 32.1740 ft./sec. 2 

Mass = W 
g 

Moment of inertia = mk2
• (Indicate axis of 

radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 

v, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-4_s2 at 

15° C. and 760 mm ; or 0.002378 Ib.-ft.-4 sec.2 

Specifio weight of (C standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb. /cu.ft. 

3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 

Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 

Aspect ratio 

True air speed 

Dynamic pressure = ~p 1i' 

L Lift, absolute coefficient (;, qS 

Drn.g, absolute coefficient OD = ~ 

Profile drag, absolute coefficient OD, =~S 

Induced drag, absolute coefficient OD, = ~S 

Pamsite drag, absolute coefficient OD = DSlI • q 

Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient 00 = q~ 
B.esultant force 

~ID' Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 

Q, 
n, 
Vl 

p- , 
Jl. 

line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 

line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 

Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pressure at 15° C., the cor
responding number is 234,000 ; or for a model 
of 10 em chord, 40 m .p.s. the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 

Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 

Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero

lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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REPORT No. 498 

IMPROVED AIRPLANE WINDSHIELDS TO PROVIDE VISION IN STORMY WEATHER 

By WILLIAM C. CLAY 

SUMMARY 

The results oj an investigation made in the N.A.O.A. 
7- by 10100t wind tunnel to determine possible improve
ments in the design oj airplane windshields, particularly 
with respect to the .puot's vision from the cabin in tormy 
weather, are reported. 

It was found practicable to design openings in airplane 
windshields that will permit some unobstructed view jrom 
the cabin and yet shield the puot jrom wind and rain. 

Openings up to 2 inches in width across a flat jront 
panel in vertical or sloping windshields will permit a 
view directly jorward without direct raindrops entering 
the opening if a mall deflecting airfoil i mounted ahead 
of the windshield. A slight increase oj the ju elage static 
pressure is neces ary to keep wind and indirect water 
drops from entering this style of opening. 

It was found possible to design a V -jront wind hield 
that utilizes raindrop deflection through small angles to 
provide vision through open windows on either side oj the 
cabin. Adequate vision can be obtained within normal 
limits oj head movement jor nearly the entire jorward 
hemisphere without any appreciable amount oj rain or 
wind entering the cabin, even under atmospheric condi
tions favorable to ice jormation. 

Improvements made in the design oj everal wind hield 
types are described and injormation given on the air flow 
about each arrangement. 

I NTROD UCTIO 

A study of the characteri tic of any wind hield 
arrangement hould be concerned primarily with the 
view from the pilot's cabin. That the need for in
crea ed vision in a forward direction, e pecially in 
stormy weather, is urgently felt by pilot them elves 
is clearly hown in reference 1, which point out that 
the problem ha been un ati factorily dealt with in 
practically all exi ting types of commercial aU'plan . 
This problem has also received recent attention from 
au'craft manufacturer, who realize it importance in 
the mailftenance of e tablished flight chedule and 
the afety of per onnel and equipment. 

An effort i now being made by the . .O.A. to 
measure and evaluate the field of view from the cock
pit, as affected by the structure, of a number of exi t-

ing airplane . Vision directly ahead i most important 
for level flight, and an unobstructed field of view about 
20° toward each side and 20° downward include the 
areas most u eful in making landings. An unob
structed view in these areas hould be available to the 
pilot at all times, particularly in bad weather. Many 
pre ent-day design fail to fulfill till primary req uire
ment; the view factor has obviou ly been neglected in 
favor of other feature and the wind hield can accom
pli h little more than to protect the pilot from a direct 
blast of air. 

Wind hield de ign i particularly important in con
nection with tho e types of au'plane that offer a mini
mum amount of trllcture ahead of the pilot; e.g., 
pusher , twin-engine tractOI ,and ome ingle-engine 
tractor. Many of these type at pre ent afford good 
vi ion in clear weather, but in tormy weather when 
mist, rain, or ice collects on an otherwi e ati factory 
wind hield, the urface become tran lucent and the 
vision i reduced practically to zero. Even a mall 
depo it of dirt on the wind hield i ufficient to prevent 
vision when the airplane i flying toward the glare of 
the un or that of a lighted beacon. Opening a 
window under the e cu'cum tance afford at best a 
Ie -than-normal field of view and, owing to the wind 
and rain which usually drive into the cabin, the pilo 
cannot derive the full benefit from the window. 

Wind hield wip rs, liquid application, and other 
mechanical arrano-ements have proved to be of light 
value in keeping he glazed panel clear. It would 
eem, then, that to be ati factory, an airplane wind
hield hould give an adequate .field of view entirely unob

structed by gla and yet not permit wind or rain to enter 
the cabin. 

The principal factors to be con ide red in the de ign 
of a ati factory airplane wind bield are a follows: 
Vi ion mu t be provided in all important area in th 
available field of view; provi ion hould be made for 
opening a portion of the wind hield to provide ade
q uate view in tormy weather; the ea e and comfort of 
the pilot in making use of the available vi ion hould 
be considered; and finally, the drag of the windshield 
hould be kept at a minimum. Owing to the variety 

of de ign in present-day aircraft, no existing arrange
ment could well be considered as representative for 
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study; hence a number of conventional types wet e 
tested under full-scale conditions and systematic 
changes were made to improve the vision that could 
be obtained in stormy weather from each one. A no 
general information applicable to the subj ect was 
available, a detailed study was made of the flow of 
air and rain about each windshield arrangement. 
Such studies assisted markedly in the ul timate design 
of a special 'windshield that promises exceptionally 
good charac teristics . 

These wind-tunnel studies were conducted by the 
Iational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, a t 

Lftngley F ield, Va. 

T HE EFFECT OF AIR FLO W ON RAI NDROPS 

Raindrops .- A study of raindrops and the manner in 
which they strike the windshield aid in the develop-
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ment of a design for a suitable opening. The speed 
of the airplane, the size and rate of fall of the raindrop , 
the interference effects of the airplane structure ahead 
of the wind hield, and the genera l form of the wind
shield proper all affect the performance of the wind
sh ield opening. 

The drops en tering any opening may be classified 
in to three types : (1 ) Drops that are headed for and 
that enter the opening directly at high velocity 
(termed " direct drops"); (2) drops that first impinge 
on the windshield and are then carried into the opening 
at a low veloci ty by air flow (termed " indirect drops"); 
and (3) drops that strike the edges of the opening 
and splash inward (termed " splash drops " ). Any 
successful windshield opening must include provisions 
fo r eliminating each of these types. 

The chart in figure 1 was constructed from a com
pilation of meteorological data on the frequency, size, 
and rate of fall of raindrops (references 2, 3, and 4 ). 
The drop diameter is plot ted against its terminal 
velocity in standard air. The diameter varies from 
zero to about one-quarter of an inch, and is divided 
in to several more or less defini te grades with frequency 
in average summer storms indicated at the left . 

The terminal velocity of the drops increases wi th 
the diameter up to 0.18 inch after which the velocity 
decreases. Friction of the air causes a deforma tion 
of large drops which become flattened and pI' sent 
increased resistance to the air . (See reference 2. ) 
The deformation becomes appreciable when the diam
eter is about 0.16 inch and increases rapidly as the 
drop grows larger . A further increase in size ca uses 
the drop to become very unstable and it soon breaks 
lip in to a number of smaller drops, which, of course, 
fall more slowly . 

In ummel' and in tropical climates there is a greater 
percentage of large drops in the precipitation than in 
win ter and in colder regions. E ven in the average 
summer torm, however , only 20 percent of the drops 
have a diameter greater than 0. 14 inch, while 51 
percent have a diameter less than 0.06 inch . In the 
average steady winter rain, drop diameters gr ater 
than 0.1 inch are rare; the majority of them occur in 
the por tion de igna ted on the chart " light rain", 
having a diameter less than 0.D32 inch . For purposes 
of general calcul ations in this report, a drop diameter 
of 0.06 inch is a sumed to be representative of average 
conditions. From the char t, this drop has a terminal 
velocity of 16.4 feet per second. 

Computation of resultant path.- The resultant patb 
of raindrops wi th respect to horizontal flight, neglect
ing in terference effects, tan be compu ted by aid of 
figure 1 and the formula : 

Vr 
a = t an- IVA 

where a, resultant path angle above the horizontal. 
Vr , terminal velocity of the raindrop. 
V A. airplane velocity. 

Assuming an airplane velocity of 188 feet per 
second and a raindrop having a diameter of 0.06 inch , 
the path of the approaching drop above the horizontal 
can be found, for 

t - I 16.4 50 
a = an 188 = 

Computation of air defiection.- It is also possible 
to estimate the feasibility of utilizing air deflection 
ahead of a windshield for deflec ting raindrops suffi
ciently to prevent their entrance into an opening. T o 
that end, a formula for raindrop resistance is needed. 

The resistance of small spheres in a moving fl uid is 
somewhat complex. For Reynolds umbers (VD/v) 
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above 500 the coefficient of resistance varie but 
little, however, and provided that the raindrop does 
not deform, it may be assumed that 

R =ODE. A V2=K V2 
2 

where R is the resistance of the drop . 
OD, the coefficient of resistance. 

p, fluid den ity. 
A, cross-sectional area. 
V, relative velocity of drop and fluid. 

The value of K for each drop size may be determined 
from the terminal-velocity chart and i equal to 
W/VT 2, where w is the weight of the drop . 

ow consider a raindrop at rest with respect to a 
sudden deflecting stream of air, a would be the case 
of an ~irplane flying into rain and equipped with a 
deflectmg arrangement ahead of the wind hield. 

Let Vp be the velocity of the deflecting stream of air. 
V D , the velocity of the drop at any time t. 

S, the distance traversed by the drop at end of 
time t. 

Then neglecting gravitational acceleration, for a 
differential time dt we have 

dVD K V . Tt= M( p- VD)2 where M IS the mass of the drop . 

By integration, and assuming Vp constant, 

whence 

solving for S we have 

S~; VD d' ~ V}ll -VF !(, ~ V,l!)}, 
By integration 

b · . K 32.2 
su stltutmg 111[= V

T
2 

A practical example will illustrate the u e of 
method. As uming that it were possible to de ign a 
deflection method giving a 90° cro stream of ail' in 
front of the windshield, a foot in depth, and equal to 
the velocity of the airplane, the time t for the drop to 
traverse the cross stream would be appro}''l.mately 

equal to lIVp • If a drop diameter of 0.06 inch with a 
terminal velocity of 16.4 feet per second is assumed, by 
substitution the deflection will be 

(16.4)2 (32.2 ) 
S= 1-~ In (16.4)2+ 1 

or 
S=0.0555 foot =0.66 inch 

Thu , even with such extreme air deflection, the 
front shield could have a forward-projected opening of 
only 0.66 inch. Such a sma.ll opening obviously would 
increa e the vision but lightly. 

APPARATUS AND METHODS 

Test apparatus.- For purpose of wind-tunnel in
vestigation, a plywood-covered model fuselage was built 
that would be adaptable for various windshield con
structions. The size of the fuselage and general ar
rangement of the windshield are hown in figure 2. 

section 
FIGURE 2.-FuseJage I. 

The cockpi t of the fuselage was ufficiently large to 
accommodate an observer. The fuselage was mounted 
in the .A.C.A. 7- by 10-foot open-throat wind tunnel 
(reference 5) with the fuselage base at the bottom of the 
tunnel throat. This arrangement placed the wind hicld 
approximately at the cen tel' of the air tream. 

Rain conditions were imulated by a water- praying 
jet mounted about 10 feet ahead of the wind hield. 
This jet provided a spray of water from a point source 
and was adjustable to give drop of any desired ize 
ranging from fine fog particle to drops about 0.12 inch 
in diameter. The location of the pray ource could be 
hifted at will by control in ide the fu elage, and in 

this way the complete path of the drop from any 
source with re pect to the wind hield could be ob
erved. A mall portable hand pray wa also used in 

ca e where a more detailed ob ervation wa de irable. 
A velocity meter of pecial de ign wa employed to 

obtain the peed and direction of the air flow about the 
fuselage and windshield. A diagram of the construction 
of this instrument is given in figure 3. With the tube 
held in the air stream as hown in the sketch, the small 
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orifice in the side of the tube provide a maA'imum 
po itive pre ure of approximately PI = P P/2 + static 
pre ure, while the end orifice provide a maximum 
nega ti ve pre sure of a pproA'ima tely P 2 = - 1.6 (p V2 /2) + 
tatic pres ure, giving a total maximum velocity head 

of approximately h=2.6 (pV2/2) between the two 
orifices. The tube wa mounted on a device that per
mitted the orifices to be held in any po ition with 
re pect to the fuselage, and by tmning and twi ting 
the in trllment un~il a maximum reading wa ob
tained, the velocity vector of the air flow at the loca
tion of the orifice were determined. This instrument 
ha two advan tage over an ordinary pitot tube. The 
measurable velocity head i more than twice a great 
and the proximity of the two openings afford greater 
accuracy when the velocity gradien t i extreme. The 

- Pressure openin9 P2 

~~.:...;A,,--,ir---=s.:...:tr.-:.e:..:o::..:rn.:........_ 

7i-

I 
h 

I 'y __ 

Manometer 

+ Pres sure 
opening PJ 

F, GU RE 3.-Inslrum nl for measuring ai r flow . 

instrument wa calibrated in an air stream of known 
velocity. 

The approximate direction of the air flo\ was de
t~rmined by flo mall silk treamer mounted on the end 
of a fine wire. An adj u table opening was buil t in to 
the extreme front of the no e of the fuselage to permit 
regulation of the fu elage tatic pre ure. The term 
"normal fuselage pre sure" a used in till report refer 
to the static pre sure obtained in the fu elage with 
thi adj ustable opening in the closed po ition. Fu elage 
static pressures were mea ured by a manometer. All 
tatic pres ures were referred to base pressure outside 

the air tream. 
The maximum velocity of the wind-tunnel air stream 

was about 75 mile per hour. All the test, unle 
otherwise tated, were made at an air velocity of 
about 65 miles per hour. 

Methods.- D eflection of rain and wind from any 
windshield opening may be obtained by means of air 
flow, guide vane, or both. D eflection by mean of air 
flow may be effected by the shape of the fu elage for
ward of the windshield, the shape of the wind hield 
it elf, or by the forcing of air outward through the 
windshield opening. Preliminary air-deflection calcula
tion indicated that guide vanes might be nece sary 
for deflecting direct raindrops, while air deflection 
miO'ht be u ed to eliminate indirect and pIa h drops, 
particularly with windshield having fron tal opening . 

Accordingly, a study was made of the two methods, 
employing several different windshield type. Each 
type wa tested with variou frontal openings designed 
to give maximum field of view in a forward direction. 
The data obtained from the e test led to the construc
tion of a pecinl type of windshield designed expre sly 
to give a maXimum field of view from a comparati ely 
large open window. 

First, a thorough urvey ",,'as made of the air flow 
about the fu elage and about each type of wind hield 
in the clo ed, or normal, position. The peed and 
direction of the ail' flow at var ious points were plotted 
directly on the ketch and a close observation made of 
any turbulence or irregularitie in the vicinity of 'the 
windshield. Observation of the path of a jet of fine 
fog particles introduced into the air tream from the 
pray tube ahead of the fu elage, in conjunction with 

the velocity-vector ketche, afforded a fair analy i 
of th t urbulence, blocking, pres ure gradients, and 
drag of each type of wind hi ld-fu elage combination . 
In many instances it was found possible to obtain 
photographs that how tlus flow. 

Further tests included a tudy of both air flow and 
rain flow using variou windsluold opening in connec
tion with a number of special additions or conditions, 
such a deflecting vane, gu tters, and static-pre sure 
variations. Preliminary te t to determine the most 
uitable type of deflecting vane included te t on flat 

plate, strut ections, and symmetri al and cambered 
aidoil. It wa found that an airfoil wi th a ection 
imilar to tho Clark Y was most effective and uch an 

airfoil wa u ed throughou t this inve tigation. 
A de cription of the location and size of the openings 

and the included angles of vi ion relative to the 
normal location and movement of the pilot' head will 
be given under Re ults. The Griterion with re pect 
to the entrance of rain and wind into any of the 
openings is not a function of the pilo t' location, bu t is 
given with reference to the entire cabin in terior on the 
basis that no opening is entirely atisfa tory if any 
water enters the cabin . imilarly, no design wa 
con idered satisfactory that permitted fluctuating air 
currents much in exces of 15 miles per hom to blow 
into the pilot' face, a ,' Llch curren ts serioll ly impair 
VlSlOn. 
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In this repor t the " lope " of a windshield i defined 

with reference to the base of the wind hi eld , i. e., a 

"real ward- 10pinO''' wind hield lope rearward from 

its bIt e, and a " forward- loping" wind hield lope 

forward from its ba e. 

Symmetr/ca/ about rt; 

FIGUnE 4.- Windsh ield 1. 

RESULTS 

WI DSID ELD 1 

A sketch of the first type of windshield tested is 

given in figure 4. Thi type wa cho en as representa

tive of vertical, fla t-front wind hield of ordinary 

dimen ions. The front window wa 7 }'z inche hj O'h 

and 21 inches wid e. Two other forward vertical 

on the figure repre ents the locus of a series of point 

vortice ; hence it i the line of tagnation or zero 

velocity. The flow of air under the dotted line i 

completely di turbed and follow the general path as 

FIGURE 5.-Air-Oow peed and direction with wimlsbield 1 and fuselage 1. 

Lines iudicate direction and numbers indicate speed in miles per hour in a section 

along center line. except for arrowed points which were taken 1 inch from the fuse

lage surface. Speed of air stream. 65 miles per hour. 

shown . The tr ngth of this vortex i extreme, even 

exceeding the inten ity of the local air tream at 

certain point . Most of the turbulent air leaves the 

urface of the fll elaO'e below the wind hield in the 

direction indicated by arrow. Hence, the air flow 

FIGUnE 6.-Air Oow over (uselage in (ront o( windshield I. peed o( air stream, 65 miles per hour. Note turbulence at I)wer (rent of windshield 

window were built at an angle and in ter ect d the 

front window as hown. 
Figure 5 i tI diagram of the air £low ovcr the fll elage 

and this windshield with all window clo ed . The 

average velocity of the air tream, a umed to be 

repre ented by that indicated at a point about 3 feet 

above the front of the fu elaO'c, wa in this ca e about 

65 miles per hour. 
The turbulent ~rea immediately in front of the 

wind hield is of parti~ular interest. The dashed line 

along the ide front window i apparently littl(' 

affect d by the forward vortex but i fairly uniform 

and flow teadily in a rearward direction xcept for 

comparatively mall di turbance at the forward edge 

The air flow in front of thi wind hield i very poor 

aerodynamically and indicate that the arrangement 

offer con iderable blockinO' effe t with a con equent 

high drag. 
FigUTe 6 is a photograph of a tream of fog ejected 

into the air tream from the hand pray several feet 
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ahead of this windshield which further illustrates the 
turbulent area in front of the windshield. 

Observation of the flow of rainjrops in the air stream 
revealed that the path of the drops was little affected 
by the turbulence in front of the windshield, which 
corroborate previous deflection calculations. The 
general path of the air stream above the fuselage was 
upward, whereas the path of raindrops is normally 
downward. The path of the drop above the fuselage 
was, however, affected to some extent by the upward 
flow of air depending on the drop size. Drops greater 
then 0.06 inch in diameter continued to maintain a 
slightly downward path; drops of somewhat smaller di
ameter tended to ri e with the air stream. Extremely 
small dJ.·ops, of course, followed the air tream very 
closely. All raindJ.·ops impingino- on the front of this 
wind hield followed the local air CUlTents and traveled 
downward . 

Apparently the only practicable opening in a front 
window of thi type would be one not less than 1}~ 
inches in width that extended across the window. uch 
an opening was made in the front window just above 
th e horizontal cen ter line and, as expected, both rain 

F IG URE 7.- Diagram or rrontal opening arrangement ror increasing vision with 
windshield I, showing pa ths or rain fl ow wi th deOecting a irroil im' crted . 

and wind entered the cabin regardless of the strong 
downward flow of air outside the opening. In fact, 
the direc t drops entered with such velocity that they 
traversed the entire length of the fu selage. The air 
blew into the opening in gusts of fairly low veloci ty, 
abo ut 15 mile per hour, and forced inward the in
direct and plash drops that impinged on the glass near 
the opening. Increasing the static pressure in the fu e
lage to about p P /2 by means of the opening in the 
front of the fuselage caused air to leave through the 
windshield opening about 15 miles per hour. This air 
prevented most of the indirect and splash dJ.·ops from 
en tering but had a negligible effect on the direct drops. 
Various gutter and ledges placed about the opening 
failed to improve this condi tion. 

The failme of simple air-deflection methods indica ted 
that direct raindJ.·ops might be t be eliminated by direct 
guide-vane deflection. The field of view desired from 
this type of windshield opening is primarily traight 
ahead, which unfortunately is directly in the relative 
path of the raindrops. H ence, any direct deflection 
vane would have to be several feet ahead of the opening 
to prevent excessive interference with the field of view 
and should be so shaped and located as to assist rather 

than obstruct the flow lines of the general air stream. 
T o this end, an airfoil having a chord of 6 inches and 
sufficient span to protect the entire length of the wind-
meld opening was mounted on the fuselage about 2 

feet ah ead of the windshield. A diagram of the bes t 
arrangement found with this combination is given in 
figure 7. 

The inverted airfoil in combination with a 2-inch 
ledge along the lower edge of the wind hield ope ing 
prevented about 95 percent of the drops from entering 
this opening. The airfoil itself intercepted and de
flected nearly all the direct drops that were in line wi th 
the opening but it increased the tubulence in fron t of 
the windshield to the extent that it was necessary to 
employ the ledge to block the turbulence and intercept 
the scattering drops at the edges of the opening. The 
width of the opening could be increased to 2 inches 
with this combination. The increased turbulence re
duced the velocity pressure in front of the windshield 
sufficiently to increase the outward flow of air from 
the opening to 40 miles per hour wi th a fuselage static 

F IGURE B.-Wi ndshield 211.. 

pres ure of abou t p 'P/2. This outward velocity pre
ven ted all the indirect and splash drops from entering. 
In the figure, C represents the path of the direct drops 
in line with the opening, which are deflected by the 
airfoil along a path F above the windshield. The 
dJ.·ops along paths D and B strike above and below the 
opening, respectively, and do not enter the cabin. 
Varying the size of the raindrop required a small change 
in the ver tical location of the airfoil. 

A ver tical field of view of about 10° was available 
in a forward direction, wi th the eyes of the pilot located 
12 inches from this windshield opening. Allowing a 
4-inch ver tical movement of the pilot's head, the total 
vertical field of view available was about 2 0 . Of this, 
abou t 4° was blanketed by the airfoil it elf. The h ri
zon tal field of view, which depends on the width of the 
window, was in this case about 100°. 

WINDSHIELD 2A 

Windshield 2A (fig. 8) was constructed as representa
tive of a rearward-sloping, flat-front windshield of ordi
nary dimensions. The front window had a rearward 
slope of 136°, a ver tical projected height of 7% inches, 
and a width of 21 inches . Two sloping side windows 
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were set at an angle with respect to the front window 
as shown. 

Figure 9 is a diagram of the air flow in front of wind-
hicld 2A with all windows closed, and shows a notice

able improvement of the flow compared with wind
shield 1. Turbulence exists only in front of the lower 
half of the windshield and the velocity of the air in 
turbulent areas is much less. The air flow along the 
side front windows is fairly uniform and flows in a 
slightly upward direction with the exception of small 
turbulent areas at the line of intersection with the 
front window. 

In order to enable a study of various frontal open
ings with tlus windshield, the front window was split 
horizontally and the upper and lower sections hinged 
at the top and bottom, respectively. Thus it was 
possible to test any combination of angles of the two 
sec Lions and, by altering the width of the two panels, 

FIGURE 9.-Alr·flow speed and direction with windshield 2A. Lines indIcate dj. 

rectlon and numbers Indicate speed in miles per hour in a section along the center 
line"-Speed of air stream, 65 miles per hour. 

both the size a,nd location of the opening could be 
varied. 

Preliminary tests employing a variety of these com
binations regardless of visibility considerations were 
made primarily to study local variations in the air 
flow and rain flow about the opeiling with variation 
in internal fuselage pressures. 

No arrangement tested with normal fuselage pre -
sure prevented indirect or splash drops from entering 
the opening. 0 indirect or splash drops entered any 
opening under 2~ inches wide with the fuselage pres
sure raised approximately p V 2/2. Direct rain drops 
entered all openings that provided a forward projected 
vision greater than one quarter of an inch, regardless 
of fuselage pressure. 

These results indicated that as with windshield 1 
any forward opeiling in this type of windshield will 
require the employment of a deflecting yane to prevent 
direct raindrops from entering. Furthermore, the in
ternal fll elage pressure must be greater than normal 
and must provide a sufficienL flow of air outward 

100778-36--2 

through the opening to prevent the entrance of indirect 
and splash drops. 

Tests were accordingly made with a Clark Y airfoil 
in various positions as a deflecting vane. The air flow 
with the airfoil in the best location in both the inverted 
and upright positions is shown in figures 10 (a) and 
10 (b), respectively. From tests with the spray, it 
was found that, in general, the greater the angle of 
attack of the airfoil with respect to the rain paths, 
within limits, the wider will be the rain-free path to 
the windshield and the greater may be the windshield 
opening. If the angle of attack of the airfoil with 
respect to the air flow is, however, increased to the 
burble point, water will collect on the curved surface 
of the airfoil in large drops and blow off into the open-

(a) Airfoil Inverted. 

(b) Alrfoil upright. 

FIGURE IO.-Diagram of air !low in front of windshield 2A. Speed of alr stream, 65 
miles per bour. 

ing. With this particular combination of windshield 
and fuselage the general air flow was upward and, as 
the relative direction of the rain was nearly horizontal, 
the airfoil angle could be increased to intercept more 
rain without burbling when the airfoil was mounted in 
the inverted rather than in the upright position. On 
certain fuselages where the flow of air in fron t of the 
windshield is initially horizontal, an airfoil mounted in 
the erect position may deflect direct drops efficiently, 
and actually reduce turbulence more effectively, as 
may be seen by comparing the turbulence shown in 
figure 10 (a). 

The best fore-and-aft location of the airfoil either 
erect or inverted was found to be between 2 and 3 feet 
ahead of the windshield. When placed more than 3 
feet ahead the rain-free path ceased to remain uiliform 
and direct drops entered the opening. When placed 
closer than 2 feet, the airfoil blanked oft' too much of 
the field of view. 
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The best vertical location of the airfoil depends upon 
tho relative paths of the raindrops with respect to the 
fuselage, which varies with the size of the raindrops 
and with the angle of attack and flight path of the 
fuselage. In practice the airfoil height might be made 
adjustable from the cabin to allow for changes in 
position. 

The addition of an outer ledge to the lower edge of 
the windshield similar to that used on windshield 1 
(fig. 7) was tested also. In general, this ledge exerted 
a Rpoiler action on the strong vortex between the air-

FIGURE H.-Diagram of frontal opening arrangement for increasing vision witb 
windsbield 2A, sbowing patbs of rain flow with deflecting airfoil inverted. 

foil and the rear part of the windshield and exerted a 
less disturbing effect on the lower band of raindrops, 
which in conjunction with its action as a secondary 
deflector, usually made it possible for the opening to 
be increased. With some arrangements of this wind
shield the use of a ledge was essential to insure that 
no rain entered the cockpit. 

The paths of the rain with the best arrangement of 
this type of windshield are shown in figure 11. The 
6-inch-chord inverted airfoil was mounted about 2 feet 
ahead of the opening, at the angle and vertical location 

-------~ 
------ ---~ 

FIGURE 12.-Wiodsbield 2B. 

that had been shown best by the preliminary tests. 
With the airfoil so located and with about p Pj2 
pressure in the fuselage, no water drops or wind entered 
any opening up to l}~ inches in width without a ledge 
or 2 inches with a ledge. In fact, air was forced out 
of the opening at a speed of about 45 miles per hour. 
The extent of the rain-free path with the airfoil 
inverted is the region between parts A and B. All 
the raindrops in part C that would normally have 
entered the opening were deflected by the flat surface 
of the airfoil. This arrangement afforded a field of 
view from the cabin similar to that obtained from the 
opening with windshield 1. 

W INDSHlELD 2B 

In order to test the effectiveness of higher tangential 
air velocities past an opening, the fuselage and wind
shield were faired to form an open lot (wind hield 2B). 
Figure 12 hows the most satisfactory slot arrangement 
tried. 
'. The flow of air over the combination was fairly uni
form and free from turbulence. The normal flow of 
air past the slotted opening was about 55 miles per 
hour when the speed of the air stream was 65 miles 
per hour. There was no flow of air into this opening. 
With a fuselage pressure of about p V2j2, the speed of 
the air that flowed outward through the slot was 
about 45 miles pel' hour. 

Tests with the spray showed this arrangement to be 
unsatisfactory, as might have been expected from 
previous air-deflection calculations. The strong out
ward flow of air through the opening prevented the 
entrance of indirect and splash drops, but the direct 
raindrops passed through the deflected air stream 
without any noticeable interference. 

Inches 

o ~ 8 12 

FIGURE 13.-Windshield 3. 

The airfoil was then mounted on the forward part 
of the fuselage in an endeavor to deflect the general 
air stream so as to increase the tangential air speed 
past the opening. In every case, however, the air 
speed past the slot was reduced thereby and, as with 
previous \vindshields, it was only when the airfoil was 
set in a position to intercept the direct raindrops that 
no water entered the cabin. 

WINDSHIELD 3 

Windshield 3 (fig. 13) was chosen as representative 
of forward-sloping flat-front ,vindshield of ordinary 
dimensions. The front window was 21 inches wide 
and sloped forward from its base at an angle of 59° 
with the horizontal; its vertical projected height wa 
7}6 inches. Two sloping side windows inter ected 
the front window as shown. 

Figure 14 is a diagram of the air flow in front of this 
windshield with all windows closed. The turbulence 
is extreme, including in eiIect a vortical disturbance 
within the entire area in front of the windshield that 
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connotes a considerable blocking effect and a conse
quent high drag. 

With this arrangement also, the path of the rain
drops was but little affected by the turbulent areas 
and the larger drops impinged directly on the wind
shield in a very nearly horizontal path. 

The best arrangement found for a forward opening 
with this combination is shown in figure 15. A 

FIGURE 14.-Air-flow speed and direction with windshield 3. Lines indicate direc
tion and numbers indicate speed in miles per hour of air flow in a section along 
tbe center line. Speed of air stream, 65 miles per hour. 

section of the front window well above the center 
line and 2}~ inches wide was swung outward and fixed 
to form a ledge along the upper edge of the opening. 
The airfoil was then located abou t 30 inches ahead of 
the windshield opening in the inverted position and 
the static pressure in the fuselage was raised to about 
p V 2J2. 

FIGURE 15.-Diagram of frontal opening arrangement with im-erted airfoil. Wind
shield 3. Dotted lines represent paths of rain flow. Continuous lines represent 
p&tbs of air flow. Numbers indicate air-flow speed in miles per hour. 1'peed of 
air stream, 65 miles per hour. 

No raindrops or wind entered this opening, with the 
combination arranged as illustrated. Even though 
the normal flow characteristics about this type of 
windshield are somewhat similar to those found with 
windshields 1 and 2A, the arrangemen t of the parts 
for f'fficient action of this opening \\'<lS different. The 
airfoil was not effective when located less than 30 
inches from the opening, and the ledge was effective 
only when placed along the upper cdge of the opening. 

This particular opening afforded a vertical field or 
view of about 10° in a forward direction with the eyes 
of the pilot located 12 inches from the opening. 
Allowing a 4-inch vertical movement of the pilot's 
head, a total vertical field of "iew of about 26° was 
available. 

Symmetrical abaut /f; 

FIGURE l6.-Windshield 4. 

WINDSHIELD 4 

Windshield 4 (fig. 16) was chosen as representative 
of rearward, sloping V-front windshields. The verti
cal projected height of this windshield was 7H inches, 
the included anglo of tho V wa 100°, and the front 
panels sloped backward from the base at an angle of 
50° with the horizontal. 

The flow of air about this windshield was almost 
horizontal and was very uniform both in direction and 

F)(1URE 17.- \Vindshield 1 with npenil1~ :trr lIl)!rment r'.r increasing ,"isioD. 

speed. These features indicate that this type of wind-
hield offers a much lower blocking effect and produces 

much less resistance to the air tream than any of the 
previous types. A few small vortices appeared along 
tho lower edge of the wind hield, but their velocities 
were comparatively low. Vortice were also present 
aft of the side corner post, bu\' as they would have 
little effect on any openings in the front window they 
wore not studied in detail. 

Neither the style of opening employed with the pre
vious types nor the use of a simple airfoil to deflect 
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the raindrops is readily adaptable to t.his type of wind
shield with its diverging air stream. 

The most satisfactory arrangement for preventing 
the entrance of rain tested on this windshield consisted 
essentially of a protruding streamlined shield con
structed about an opening in the windshield panel 
(fig. 17). The shield was made of celluloid and formed 
of a single curved surface with its elements horizontal 
and approximately perpendicular to the path of the 
air flow along the window. The fron t portion of the 
shield extended sufficiently outward to protect the 
entire opening from direct raindrops. The velocity 
of the air stream past this guard reduced the normal 
static pressure in the cabin but no air flowed through 
the opening. A small amount of indirect water was 
carried inward by small vortices about the edges of 
the guard but this could be eliminated either by in
creasing the fuselage pressure or by placing a small 
gutter completely around the outer edge of the guard. 

FIGURE IS.-Windsbield 5. 

The opening was 8H inches long and had a maxi
mum width of 4 inches. The maximum field of view 
from this opening included an area about 20° to the 
left from straight ahead. The field in a more forward 
direction gradually decreased to zero . 

It was found possible to increase the size of this 
opening, although in so doing it became necessary to 
increase the fuselage pressure and thus force a flow of 
air outward through the opening. 

The successful performance of this combination 
indicated the advantage of further study with side 
windshield openings. 

WI DSHIELD 5 

Windshield 5 (fig. 18) was accordingly constructed 
to provide a large open area on either side. The lower 
front edge of a single celluloid sheet was attached to 
the fuselage surface forward of the cabin. The sheet 
WHS then bent over and fastened to the curved roof at 
lhe top of the cabin. The outer side edges were cut 
inward toward the front so that the front of the shield 
did not extend entirely across the front of the cabin, 

thus providing some forward VISlOn when the pilot's 
head is moved to the side. 

The air flow about this shield was very turbulent. 
In addition to the turbulent area in front, which was 
similar to that in front of a flat-front windshield, a 
strong whirl formed in the vicinity of the openings and 
created strong currents in the cabin. 

The shield was fairly effective in preventing the 
entrance of direct raindrops through the openings . 
The blocking effect of the fuselage and windshield 
apparently induced a deflection of the air stream to the 
side sufficient to deflect the direct drops. The wind
shield was unsatisfactory, however, as considerable 
quantities of indirect and splash drops were carried 
in with much force by the turbulent air currents. It 
was found impracticable to overcome this difficulty 
by increasing the static pressure in the fuselcl.ge with
out causing an excessive flow of air through the cabin. 
Tests made employing various guards, gutters, and 

6" 

FIGURE 19.-Windsbield 6A witb ruselage 2. 

guide vanes also failed to impro ve this condition. 
These tests indicated, however, that the general trend 
of this design offered a simple and effective way to 
obtain excellent view characteristics with the elimina
tion of all direct raindrops. Therefore, further studies 
were made employing various side-opening arrange
ments that would retain this desirable feature and yet 
diminish the turbulence nearest to the opening. 

WINDsmELD 6A 

A further investigation with various side-opening 
arfttngements necessitated several alterations in the 
general design. Previous studies of the air flow showed 
definitely that the formation of vortices and high 
local-pressure gradients about the windshields w s 
induced and aggravated by the blocking effect of the 
long and rather blunt nose of the fuselage. It was also 
it.pparent that a windshield height of 7}~ inches wa 
insufficien t to permit proper observation of the ,I iI' 
flows in a horizontal plane, owing to large interference 
effects between the windshield and fuselage. The 
general design was therefore altered as shown in figur 
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19. The base of the entire windshield was lowered to 
increase the panel height to 13 inches, and the forward 
part of the fuselage was cut away to give a more 
rounded nose and was faired smoothly into the ba e 
of the windshield. 

Except, for a subsequent minor modification, a ver
tical V -type windshield was employed, as this shape 
was found to defl ect most of the oncoming air to the 
sides, thereby reducing the usual high-pressure gradi
ent above the cabin and tending to distribute the flow 
of air more evenly about the whole windshield. The 
plan form of this windshield is given in detail in figure 
20. The outer side edges of the V were curved inward 
to reduce local turbulence at the openings, areas of 
which were located immediately aft of this part on 
either side. This front shield was not extended com
pletely across the fuselage but was designed to allow 
for some vision directly forward . A panel at the rear 
of the opening served to fair the arrclllgement into the 
sides of the fuselage. 

InCI7fJ;;. 

a 4 8 Ii! 

Tu~,e/Llue 30" 

Lenqth of ope'n wmdow /O~" 

FIGURE 20.- Plan-view details of base of windsbields 6A and 6E showing location 
of points of vision I, and r,. (See cbarts of field of view , fig. 27.) 

A diagram of the air flow about this com bination i 
given in figure 21. The improvement of this 110w over 
those obtained with most of the previou designs is 
striking. (Of. fig. 5.) The gradual slope of the no e 
of the altered fuselage considerably reduced the high 
pressure gradients over its forward part; this improve
ment, in combination with the V - haped wind hield, 
induced a comparatively uniform pre sure gradient 
about the en tire windshield, particularly in the vicinity 
of the opening. The rather pointed V caused, how
ever, a slight instability of the lateral air flow . 

WINDSffiELD 6B 

In order to correct the instability of the lateral air 
flow that was fOlmd with wind hield 6A and to increa e 
the upward and forward vision f!'Jm the cabin, the 
sharp V at the front of windshield 6A WitS supplanted 
by a small real ward-sloping triangular surface (fig. 22). 
The base of windshield 6A was not changed by thi 
modification. 

T he general characteristics of the air flow over this 
arrangement were e sentially the same as with the 
sharp front V, except for a small difference imme
diately in front of the windshield which slightly in
creased the pressure gradient above it. A fog photo
graph of the air flow with this combination is given in 
figme 23 . The lower stream of fog follows the surface 
of the fuselage right up to the lower V of the wind
shield. This stream then divides, passes arolmd both 
sides, and maintruns a nearly horizontal path. The 
middle stream follows a fairly straight path until it 
reaches the more abrupt portion of the windshield 
center; it then divides and follows an even, fan-shaped 
path around the upper portion. The upper fog stream 
also follows an even path until it reaches the rather 
flat upper portion of the shield. At this point it is 
deflected and passes entirely above the cabin. The 
arrangement appeared to offer excellent turbulence 
characteristics and gave promise of fulfilling all the 
de ign requirements. A very complete study was 

FIGURE 21.-Air-flow speed and direction witb windshield 6A. Lines indicate 
direction and numbers indicate speed in miles per hour of air flow in a section 
along center line except for arrowed pOints wbicb wer e taken 1 incb from tbe fuse
lage surface. Speed of air stream, 65 miles per bour. 

therefore made of this improved arrangement and a 
complete discussion is given. 

STUDIES OF Fl AL DE I GN 

The variations studied with this final arrangement 
included: (1) the effect of variations in the cmvatme 
of the windshield at the forward edge of the opening, 
together with any nece ary additions at this point to 
eliminate raindrops; (2) the limitations in the dimen
sion of the opening and the best con truction and 
location for the glazed panel at the rear of the opening; 
(3) the neces ary con tructions above and below the 
open window; (4) the effect of fuselage static pre ure 
on the performance of the opening with respect to 
wind and rain ; and (5) the field of view available from 
the cabin with the be t protective arrllngement. 

One of the mo t igni.fi.cant observations with this 
wind meld was with respect to the flow of water drops 
alonO" the surface of the front shield. With the ex
ception of the drops on the upper center, which tended 
to follow with the air stream above the shield, the 
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general path of the drop wa horizontal and to the 
rear. The final di po ition of the e drop a they were 
carried rearward varied with the de ign of th curved 
portion at the forwJ,rd edge of the opening. When 
thi curve wa terminated at the point of tangency 
with the air tream, the drop were carried wiftly to 
the edge whence they were blown into the opening by 
local air current. If thi curve wa extended slio-htly 
inward, bowever, pa t the point of tangency with the 
air stream, most of the drops did not continue around 
the curve', but collected fl t the point of tangency and 

could project slightly beyond the longitudinal parallel, 
as indicated by the angle ex. The radius of curvature 
of the part A and the extent of its inward curvature 
were found to vary with the local air flow, which, in 
turn, was influenced by the hape of the front shield. 
The exact forward hape wa not important, however, 
so long as it diverted the air tream to the side without 
introducing turbulence in the region of the clU"ved 
portion. 

The hape and location of the glazed panel at the 
rear of the openino-, too-ether with the fu elage tatic 

F IGU RE 22.- \\"indshield 6B showing posi tion of pilot"s head required to obtain forward vision. 

dropped by gravity to the bottom of the wind hield. 
The e drop were quite un table aod a few of th em 
were still blown inward by strJ,Y air current. The 
addition of a Sffitlll, flat, projecting ledge ptlCed yer
tic ally along the cUlTed inner edge of the hicld and 
normal to the air t"ream completely corrected thi 
condition d.nd no water that impinged on the front 
hield entered the opening. (ee fio-. 20, part N.) 

The optimum depth of thi ledge was from one-fourth 
to three-eighth inch; it did not project outward uffi
ciently to interfere with the air flow past the corner 
nor to be in the path of direct raindrops. Till ledge 

pre SlI re, had a controlling efl'ect on the action of the 
indirect drop that formed on hi s panel and on the 
action of the air currents in the vicinit.y of the openino-. 
Three example of the air flow in plan view about the 
left wind hield op ning, under varying conditions, are 
given in figure 24. The curved portion (S) i the f r
ward hield jut ahead of the openino- and (F) i the 
rear panel. In every ca e the con truction at N, 
where the small ledge i attached to the inward edge 
of tbe curved hield, causes a small air pocket to form 
at this point which protect the collected drops from 
the air tream and allows them to fall to the bottom 
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of the shield. The mall ledge is in it elf protected 
from the air stream by the curve of the wind hield 
and does not create noticeable turbulenc . 

It was believed that a rear pan 1, haped and lo
cated as hown in figure 24 (a), might erve efficiently 
as a guide to the air that fl owed pa t the opening; but 
apparently the slight outward curvature of the panel 
created a high adverse pressure gradient that caused 
a strong vortex to form in ide the cabin . Rain te ts 
revealed that most of the water drops that fell on the 
panel were carried forward and into the opening by 
the reversal of flow along the panel. It may be noted 
in the diagram that some of the air in the general 

FIG URE 23.-Air flow with windshield 6B. 

tream enters directly into the opening at the rear. 
This au: entered at high velocity and carried OUle of 
the maller direct raindrop in with it. Increa ing 
the fuselage static pre m'e, however, changed the e 
flow characteristic con iderably. uch of the in ide 
turbulence wa eliminated; the air veloci ty outward 
from the front of the opening wa high; no direct air 
or direct water drops flowed into the opening at the 
rear; but the rever c flow of air over the forward part 
of the rear panel still exi ted and cau ed a few indirect 
drops to enter. 

Of many form te ted, a perfectly flat vertical panel 
located in the plane of the opening, as in figures 24 
(b) and (c), gave the best re ults. The improve
ment of the air flow about the opening, employing 

normal fu elage pre nre, i readily een from a com
parison of (b) and (a). In (b) the pres ure gradient 
along F i favorable; hence there i no rever e air flow 
and no water drops enter the opening from the rear. 

ome air from the direct stream till enters at the rear 
but it re ultant direction is slightly different and it 
doe not carry in any direct drop. The inten i ty 
and ize of the vortex in ide the opening are much 
reduced. A slight increa e of the fu elage pressure 
entirely removes this vortex, a hown in figure 24 
(c), and no noticeable air currents exist. Further
more, the outward flow of air is fairly uniform over 
the entire length of the opening. 

peed of a ir s tream, 65 miles per hour . 

The con ideration thu far have included only a 
general tudy of the flow in a horizontal plane past 
the center of the opening. The condition were ome
what differ nt along the upper and lower edge of the 
opening. The peed of the air past the openinO' wa 
omewhat higher than that both above and below it, 

and thus local pre ure gradient were created along 
the edge and an inward £low of air wa induced at 
the e point. The condition at the bottom Wa best 
corrected by rai ing the lower edge of the opening 
about 1}~ inche above the fu elage and attaching 
thereto a mall, inverted, curved gutter. The condi
tion at the top was succes fully overcome by placing 
a small horizontal projecting ledge along the upper 
edge of the opening. A sketch of these constructions 
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with the flat real' panel is given in figure 25. The 
small ledge, or baffle, along the edge CA was con
nected to the straight flat ledge along the edge CD 
and to the curved gutter along edge AB. These con
structions were quite nece sary to guide the indirect 
rain water pa t the open window. 

For further testing the angle of the panel at the 
rear of the opening was made adjustable and the super
posed panel DB FG was arranged to slide fore-and-aft 
so that the effect of variations in the form of the 
opening in combination with changes in the air-stream 
velocity and relative fuselage static pressures might 
be studied. A number of observations and conclu
sions were made from these tests. 

Each variation produced a change in the normal 
fuselage static pressure and in the air flow about the 

Normal fuseloge 
pressure ~ 

) ta) ~~\ (~~ 
~~ ~~ 

Normal fuse/age ,pressure 

Increased fuselage pressure 

FIGURE 24.-Plan-view diagrams of tbree opening arrangements tested witb wind
shield 6B showing air flow . 

opening. The fuselage static pressure was in all cases 
nearly proportional to V2 within the available range 
of wind-tunnel velocities. This quality is particularly 
significant; it shows that the flow about the wind
shield, especially in the vicinity of the opening, was 
comparatively free from tu rbulence. For an efficient 
design, the arrangement of the parts should be such 
that the normal fuselage pressure is lower with the 
window open than with it clo ed, indicating that the 
flow of air past the open window should be sufficiently 
rapid and create a sufficiently low pressure in the 
fuselage to minimize any air-flow losses from the cabin 
at points of leakage. In order to eliminate vortices 
that e}"-1st just in ide such an opening, the initial 
fuselage pressure must be increased by an amount 
equal to about 0.02 L q by admitting air into the 

fuselage from a positive source, where L is the length 
of the given window in inches. 

For example, with one efficient arrangement of the 
parts in tlus test procedure (fig. 25), the initial fuselage 
pressure with the window closed was equal to -0.31 11; 
with the window open 10.5 inches, the pressure was 
equal to - 0.55 q. Without any increase in the fuse
lage pressure, air currents blew in at the rear of the 
opening with a velocity equal to about 0.4 that of the 
air stream. Increasing the fuselage pressure by an 
amount equal to 0.02 qX 10.5 or 0.21 q, thus making a 
total pressure of - 0.34 q, eliminated all the disturbing 
air currents within the 10.5-inch opening. This pres
sure actually forced air to flow outward uniformly 
through the window at about 3 miles per hoUl'. (See 
fig . 24 (c).) 

The positi ve source of ai r-flow pressure employed in 
all these tests to raise the fuselage static pressure was 
obtained by means of an d,djustable opening in the 
lower front part of the fuselage. The area of opening 
necessa.ry to rai e the fuselage static pressure 0.21 q, 

Inche s 

o 4 8 

L Section 
%'-"~-

I 
R- ' R 

FIGURE 25.- Windsbield 6B sbowing details of open window constru ction. 

with the windshield arranged as shown in figure 25 
and with both windows open 10.5 inches, was 24 square 
inche. Except for comparatively small windshield 
openings, the increa e in fuselage static pressure 
varies almost directly with the area of the frontal 
openmg. 

The results of these tests indicated that the maxi
mum length of the opening is limited to about 11 inches 
for efficient operation. The vertical dimension of the 
opening is entirely optional imd either one window or 
both may be open without detrimental effect on their 
operation. 

Tests with this arrangement indicate that the fuse
lage may be yawed at least 6° without permitting any 
wind or rain to enter the open window. 

The most difficult problem in connection with this 
type of opening is, of course, to increase the forward 
projection, which determines the amount of forward 
vision availttble. A window length of 10 }~ inches with 
a side-windshield divergence of 8° affords about a 1%
inch projected opening forward. This arrangement 
permits view with both eyes to within 15° of straight 
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ahead and gives more than 11 full-forward view with 
one eye. This combination was the best that could be 
obtained in the e tests using a raindrop diameter of 0.12 
inch. As this size of drop occur rarely except in 
cloudbmsts, the forward range of yision may be in
creased over the values for average conditions by a 
suitable adjustment of the rear panel. The forward 
edge of this rear panel, however, must not. project in
ward beyond a line between a point B ( ee fig . 20), 
where this window joins the fu elage contom, and the 
trailing edge of the forward curved portion . Other-

FIGURE 26.-Rain test on windshield GB. 

wise, the blocking efl'ect of the rear window will cause 
a sharp air current, which cannot be overcome except 
by excessi,-e fuselage static pressure, to blow inward at 
the rear of the opening. 

Fig me 26 is a photograph of tlus fu elage-wind
shield combination under an actual rain test in the 
wind tunnel, showing the path of the drops and the 
manner in which they impinge on the windshield. The 
drops employed in this test were exceptionally large 
(about 0.12 inch in diameter) and they broke up into 
spray when they impinged on the front shield. The 
path of the drops as they passed along the windshield 
and the manner in which they dropped at the front 

edge of the open window may be readily distinguished. 
The drops pass rearward under the curved gutter along 
the lower edge of the window and do not enter the 
opening. The raindrops that strike on the upper part 
of the windshield are guided pa t the open window by 
the flat gutter along the upper edge. 

The field of view available from tlus experimental 
model is presented by means of charts, which are con
structed by assuming any defined point of vision as 
being at the center of a sphere of any com'eruent 
radius. The outline of the fuselage is then projected 

Diameter of raindrops ahout 0.12 inch . 

from that point onto the sphere. Horizontal and ver
tical plane pa ing through the center 0 that their 
inter ection is the direction of flight are u ed a refer
ence axes and the point of the intersection on the phere 
(the pole) i the origin. The surface of the phere is 
divided by reference lines corre ponding to tho e of lati
tude and longitude. The angles of such a projection 
were mea med by placing an .A.O.A. vi iometer in 
the cabin and mea ming and plotting the angle deter
mining the outline of the eabin from the point eho en 
directly upon the circular polar chart. A complete 
description of this method of measurement will be 
given in a future Oommittee publication. 
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Two sample charts are presented : The :first (fig. 27 
(a)) i constructed with reference to a point between 
the pilot' eyes located in the plane of ymmetry . The 
second (fig. 27 (b)) is con tructed with the point of ref
el'ence located where the right eye of the pilot would be 
with his head in the position to obtain maximum unre
stricted forward view from the right side of the cabin . 

(a) Pilot's head located in center oC cabin . 

(b) Pilot 's bead to right . 

FIGURE 27.-True surCnce charts oC field of view Crom cabin with windshield 6D. 

( ee I, and 12, fig. 20.) The po ition of the pilot's head 
to obtain thi maximum forward vision is hown in 
figure 22 , In this particular set-up, a lO-inch lateral 
movement of the head from the central location wa 
necessary to obtain thi po ition. 

The significant feature of thi windshield is apparent 
in figure 27 (b). With the head of the pilot to the ide, 
almost half of the forward hemi phere is completely 

uru'estricted, Furthermore, the forward vision ex tends 
everal degrees the other side of traight ahead. Thus 

by combining the vi ible area obtained from each ide
front window, a nearly complete, unl'e tricted view f 
the entire forward hemi phere is available while the 
pilot is completely shielded from Wind and rain. 

Tests made in the refrigerated wind tunnel indicated 
that the effectivenes of thi arrangement would not 
be affected by the formation of ice upon the wind hield. 

DISCUSSION 

A comparative tudy of the. air flow about the ever al 
general typ of wind meld-fu elage combination 
reveal that adverse pressure-gradient variations imme
diately in front of and about any windshield increa e 
with an increa e of the pressure gradient over the for
ward part of the fu elage. In order to obtain a mini
mum of turbulence in the vicini ty of the windshield, the 
shape of the front fu elage hould, therefore, be devoid 
of any protuberances or abrupt Cill'vatures and the 
fu elage line hould diverge consistently from the nose 
to a section aft of the pilot's cabin. 

The hape of the wind hield itself, of cour e, largely 
determine the general character of the flow about it, 
and any blunt or protruding con truction will create 
high local pressure gradients and induce turbulence. 
Front windshields with horizontal element pel'pen
dicular to the air stream have very poor flow character
i tic ,and uch urface mu t be sloped rearward at a 
con iderable angle before much improvement i appar
ent. The e te t howed that a wind hield with a mod
erate V sh ap in the plan view create much Ie turbu
lence and ha a much 16-wer vclocity"variation about the 
urfaces than any flat-front wind 'weld with a rea on

able slope. Within the limit of 0 ervation in these 
tests, no improvement in the flow was obtained by 
loping the front panel of a good V- haped wind hield 

with rounded corners. Hence, it i concluded that the 
better design is one that tends to direct the flow of air 
toward the ides of the cabin rather than above i t, 
where the pre ure gradient i ordinarily high anyway. 

uch a windshield is thus particularly adaptable to the 
tyle of open window de cribed in the final te ts, where 

smooth and evenly di tributed air flow is nece ary to 
assure a uniform pre ure gradient in the vicinity of 
the opening. In this connection i t i well to empha ize 
the importance of a moderate curvature at the outer 
edge of this windshield ahead of the open window. 

Insofar as rain is concerned the e te t have hown 
that there are everal separate condition tha t must be 
satisfied for an efficient opening in any wind hield. 
Direct raindrops that are immediately in line with an 
opening cannot be deflected much more than 0 by 
rea onable counter air currents ahead, and when the 
hape and po ition of the op ning are such that more 

than this deflection i necessary, a vane may be 
mounted several feet ahead to deflect these direct drop 
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away from the opening. The location of such a de
flecting airfoil could be made adjustable from the cabin 
to raise it from a rece ed po ition in the fuselage to 
the position required for operation. In the case of 
windshield BE, no deflecting wa nece ary, a the ar
rangement wa de igned to utilize an 0 deflection to 
obtain an exceptionally good view from the cabin . 

Indirect drops, spla h drop, or any drop that 
impinge on the windshield surfaces and ordinarily 
enter the cabin at the edge of the opening may be 
prevented from so doing either by adding a uitable 
system of gutters around the opening or by increasing 
the fu elage static pre ure sufficiently to force a flow 
of air outward through the opening, or by a combina
tion of both, depending on the de ign of the wind
shield. The fu elage static pre ure may be increased 
by employing an auxiliary opening that will admit air 
into the cabin from any positive source. Some 
fuselage de ign already employ such an opening for 
ventilating purpo e. There are only a very few 
windshield openings pos ible that will not normally 
permit some wind to blow into the cabin. The volume 
and inten ity of these air current vary over a wide 
range depending on the design but, in every ca e, th y 
can be overcome by increasing the fuselage tatic 
pre ure. 

The effect of propeller slipstream on the result 
obtained in this inve tigation were not studied but it 
is believed that it will be of minor importance in the 
es ential design. 

o te t were made above an air speed of 75 miles 
per hour. Theoretical consideration, however, indi
cate that higher air peed will not materially chang 
any of the finding . 

In the ca e of wind hleld BE the width of the fu elage 
should have little effect on the re ult and the de ign 
should be as effective on a fu elage with a 2-place 
side-by-side eating arrangement as on a narrower one, 
although a narrow one will enable the pilot to take 
advantage of the combined field of view offered by 
both open windows. A imilar opening arrangement 
could be readily adapted to the control cabin of 
air hips. 

o eLUSIONS 

1. It was found entirely practicable to design open
ings in airplane windshields that would permit orne 

unobstructed view from the cabin and yet shield the 
pilot from wind and rain; the location and extent of 
uch a field of view would ,ary, of course, with the 

original design of the wind bield. 
2. Openings up to 2 inche in width across a flat 

front panel in vertical or loping windshields will per
mit a view directly forward without direct raindrop 
entering the opening if a small deflecting airfoil is 
mounted ahead of the wind hield. A slight increase 
of the fuselage static pre ure is necessary to keep 
wind and indirect water drops from entering the 
opening. 

3. It was also found practicable to design a modified 
V-front windshield with an open window on each side, 
aft of the front windshield that will afford a field of 
view from the cabin over nearly the entire forward 
hemisphere without any appreciable amount of rain 
or wind entering the cabin even under ice-forming 
conditions. This style of opening utilizes direct-drop 
deflection through a small angle to provide forward 
vi ion. A slight increa e in the fuselage static pre -
ure will be nece ary to prevent air current from 

blowino- into these openings. A imple gutter ar
rangement along the edge of the opening will prevent 
the indirect chops from entering the cabin . This 
design oHer a relatiyely low re i tance to the air 
stream, and hould be both sati factory and practical 
a it embodie \'ery imple con truction . 
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Z 
Posith-e directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 

Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 

Force 
(parallel 

DeSignation Sym- to axis) 

bol symbol 

LongitudinaL __ X X 
LateraL _______ Y Y 
NormaL _______ Z Z 

, 

Absolute coefficients of moment 

c=-'£ a = 111 
I qbS m qcS 

(rolling) (pitching) 

Designation 

Rolling _____ 
Pitching ____ 
ya"ing ___ __ 

N an = qbS 
(yawing) 

Syro-
bol 

L 
JI[ 
N 

Linear 
Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-
direction tion bol nent along Angular 

axis) 

Y---+Z RolL ____ t/> u P 
Z--.X Piich ____ 8 v q 
X--.Y ya"· _____ >/t w r 

Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 

4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 

D, 
p, 
p/D, 
V', 
V., 

T, 

Q, 

Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 

Thrust, absolute coefficient aT = ~D4 
pn 

Torque, absolute coefficient 00 = ~D5 
pn 

P, 

a., 
7], 

n , 

<P, 

Power, absolute coefficient ap = ~D5 
pn 

Speed-power coefficient = ~ ~~: 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, r .p.s. 

Effective helix angle = tan-l (2!n) 

5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 

1 hp. = 76.04 kg-m/s = 550 ft-Ib./sec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.h. =0.4470 m .p .s. 
1 m .p.s.=2.2369 m.p.h. 

1 lb . = 0.4536 kg. 
1 kg = 2.2046 lb. 
1 mi. =1,609 .35 m=5,280 ft. 
1 m=3.2808 ft. 


